Aacer PowerPlay™ II

**System** | **Resilient Pad Options** | **Pad Description** | **Profile Height (H**)**
--- | --- | --- | ---
DIN | E | ½" (15mm) TriPower Pad. Available In 3 ASTM Harnesses - 50, 60, 70 | 2 3/8" (60mm)
II | ⅛" (19mm) Aacer Flex | 2 3/8" (60mm)
LP | ⅛" (12mm) TriPower Pad. ASTM Harness 55 | 2 3/8" (54mm)
LP | ⅛" (11mm) EcoClix | 2 3/8" (53mm)
VLP | ⅛" (10mm) AacerCush | 1 7/8" (48mm)

* Refer to key for pad options and system heights
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